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D-Tek DDR2/DDR3 VC
Memory Module Cooler
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Product Details:
The New D-TEK DDR2/DDR3 high performance memory cooler offers superior performance over all-aluminum solutions as well as better heat
distribution and lower bulk compared to heat pipe solutions.

The clamshell design has identical left and right pieces. Each piece consists of a 120mm x 25mm x 1.5mm Heat Spreader vapor chamber to
which an aluminum casing is attached. The pieces are fitted around the memory module (thin gap pads used) and held securely in place with
three clips.

Features:

Better Cooling: Designed to keep performance-class memory chips up to 48% cooler than bare modules.

Less Bulk: Ultra thin design allows full population of memory slots on most motherboard configurations.

Uniform Heat Distribution: Touching 95%+ of the memory IC surface area, Heat Spreaders evenly distribute and remove power robbing
heat.
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Additional Information

SKU DDR-VC

Weight 0.7500

Heatsink Type Ramsink
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